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Figure 1: Pooja (centre) along with her learners

Swavalambi Warrior 

Pooja Rathod 

my swavalamban: my pride  
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Swavalambi Differentiator 

Shanti Devi 

my swavalamban: my future  
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“धागों से मैं जीवन का आधार बुनती ह ूँ 
स्वावलम्बन ससलाई से अपना कारोबार बुनती ह ूँ 
अलग करने की चाह ही तो है  
जो मैं स्वावलम्बन चुनती ह ूँ ” 
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✓ Total 1000 rural women trained & 1000 schools set-up (homepreneurs) in 952 villages of 70 blocks of 10 districts 
spread across 5 states.  

✓  About 59% of the schools set-up belong to women hailing from BPL category and 50% of schools set-up belong to 
women from SC/ST category. 

✓ These 1000 master trainers/homepreneurs/swavalambi women have cumulatively earned more than Rs.56 lakhs in 4 
months from Swavalamban Silai schools with the highest monthly earning up to Rs. 15,000/- in a month. 

✓ Homepreneurs from Ghazipur district of Uttar Pradesh has the highest monthly mean income of Rs. 4,000/- as 
compared to other districts. 

✓ State wise highest monthly income (Rs. 2,800/-) for homepreneurs is from Uttar Pradesh-East as compared to other 
states.  

✓ Enrolled: 3270 learners during these four months to enhance their fee-based income. 
✓ Increase in average monthly income of master trainers/homepreneurs/swavalambi women: from Rs. 2,500/- p.m. to 

Rs. 3,800/- p.m. in last 4 months’ time.    
✓ Increase in average monthly income from teaching fee: from Rs.600/- to Rs. 1500/- in 3 months’ time. 
✓ Increase in average Job-work income: from Rs.900/- to Rs. 1800/- in three months’ time.    
✓ Increase in average income from repairing of sewing machines: from Rs.70/- to Rs. 120/- in 3 months’ time. 
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Diagnostic mapping for the 20 MSE awardees of SIDBI MSE Awards 

2019 has been carried out by utilizing the pro-bono hours. 

✓ The agency has identified the intervention areas for the 

entrepreneurs which include – financial strategy, cash flow 

management, fund raising, growth plan, marketing strategy, etc.  

✓ Accordingly, recommendations have been made for each of the 

awardees with regards to the next action required to be taken. 

✓ A voucher support scheme has been devised. 

 

Phase 1 of SCK has commenced in 35 districts of Uttar Pradesh. Project Management Unit, Program officers, 35 SCKs (NGOs) 

have since been put in place. The program shall be implemented in 100 districts of 5 states viz. Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, 

Odisha & Telangana. LetsEndorse from Bangalore is our partner agency for implementation of SCK. 

“We will walk miles to spread more smiles” 

19 women have been connected with Wadhwani 
Foundation’s National Entrepreneurship Network 
(NEN) for identifying areas of improvement and also 
linkage with appropriate mentor to provide 
mentorship support through strategic guidance, 
advisory and execution support by NEN and its 
advisor network, for accelerating their growth.  

 

✓ Till now about 6148 IVRS callers have approached through the toll-free number - 1800-200-1265, out of which about 
4134 callers have been assigned to concerned SCKs for further assistance.  

✓ Profiling for 3120 aspirants has been completed out of which 720 are women.   
✓ Advanced Profiling for 2600 aspirants has been completed out of which 570 are women. 
✓ Total 37 aspirants have been provide skill training out of which 13 are women. 
✓ Business plans for 29 aspirants are ready which includes 12 women aspirants.  
✓ Total 27 enterprises have been set up out of which 11 are women entrepreneurs. 
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Swavalamban Kaushal Unnayan Programme 
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he project is being implemented for sustainable promotion and development of bamboo based MSEs in 9 backward States viz. 

Jharkhand, M.P., Chhattisgarh, Odisha and 5 NER States (Assam, Tripura, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh & Mizoram).  

✓ Reached 2356 artisans.  
✓ 200 plus enterprises have been grounded. 
✓ 11 Swavalamban Kaushal Unnayan programs have been conducted for more than 300 Artisans. 

 
Udyamimitra / Standupmitra Portal (Twin Portals) converges all stakeholders in the ecosystem including Scheduled 
Commercial Banks, Fintech, NBFCs, SFBs, Handholding Agencies (PMKK, PMKVY, RSETIs, RUDSETIs), CSCs, Industry 
Associations, NABARD (as SUCC) & SIDBI (as SUCC), etc.  
 

✓ As part of its non-financial services to the MSE sector, the portal through its 7000 plus active handholding agencies 
have been able to facilitate handholding support to more than 24,000 women (out of the total handholding support 
facilitated to more than 49000 applicants). 

✓ SAMRIDDHI - the virtual information assistant has solved queries of lakhs of aspirants. 
✓ Similarly, Bankability Kit and Basket of Project Profiles have been accessed by aspirants.  
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Three volumes of the info series have been released covering entrepreneurship, setting up and stepping 
up stages of enterprise development cycle. These have been distributed widely including being hosted on 
SIDBI websites.
Taking due cognizance of the potential of women entrepreneurs for the development of the MSME 
ecosystem, our second volume was focussed on women entrepreneurs. We intend to follow it with several 
other publications in future as well.   

✓ One compendium has also been made and distributed in MSME outreach programme and in the series of 
Swavalamban Sankalp programmes. 

✓ The three volumes have also been released in vernaculars. 
✓ The series is being published in 6 languages: English, Hindi, Tamil, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi.  
✓ The fourth volume on Entity Good Governance shall be released shortly. 
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dyam Sangyan extends exposure visits to MSMEs and connects them with good practices of large corporates.  

 

✓ In the current FY, 21 exposure visits touching about 556 MSEs have been organized. 
✓ More than 70% of the participants are women.  
✓ The initiative has been appreciated by all the participants. It has imparted valuable learning to them and has widened 

their thinking horizons.  
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Swavalambi Changemaker 

Munni Kumari 

Journey from being unemployed to being Bank Sakhi 
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    Swavalambi Role Model 

Pooja Kumari 

How Swavalamban gave her the podium of her dreams 
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IDBI & DICCI have collaborated for co-organizing - “Swavalamban 

Sankalp” – a Nationwide Mega Campaign – a series of awareness 

outreach & business opportunity program on SUI scheme with thrust 

on SC/ST aspirants.

✓ In February, four programs under the initiative have been 
organized at Lucknow, Bhopal, Pune and Ahmedabad. 
✓ The event witnessed participation of aspiring Swavalambis, 
bankers and other stakeholders.  
✓ Franchisers exhibit and motivate aspirants on business 
potential. 
 

Swavalamban Sankalp Schedule 

NEW INITIATIVES 
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✓ he train shall onboard 500+ youth and startups with dreams and once they get down after 15 days, they would have 

ready business plans to be a Swavalambi.  
✓ The train is scheduled to run on 1st May, 2020 starting from Lucknow and the journey culminating in Varanasi.  
✓ The other halting stations will be Jammu, Delhi, Jaipur, Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Kolkata & 

Bhubaneshwar.  
 There will be a one-night halt at Delhi & Bangalore.
 Each enterprising city shall carry theme exposure based on enterprise setting up cycle of Think, Plan, Fund, Prepare, 
Buy, Market, Engage and Profit.

 

Creating Foodpreneurs – Rasoi Queen 

To bring the culinary skills of women from the boundaries of their kitchens to their own 

entrepreneurial ventures, and to create women entreprenerus in food business, a cooking competition 

‘Rasoi Queen’ was organized in New Delhi by Confederation of Women Entrepreneurs (COWE). SIDBI 

also provided assistance to COWE for the event. This competition was aimed to provide a platform to 

the women who have the potential to achieve big in the food business through their culinary skills and 

thus boost their self-confidence so that they can bring their passion to cook to a wider range of 

customers.   

Even though a lot of women are deft at cooking skills, their talent is restricted to their homes and we 

hardly see women chefs in the business. Such events would encourage women to realise their potential 

and begin their Swavalamban journey in the food industry. 
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SIDBI along with Women’s Entrepreneurs Welfare Association (WEWA) 

organised a two-day Women Empowerment Conference with a one day 

workshop at Madurai.  

✓ On the first day, skill based training was provided for 6 courses 
while on the second day workshop was organized for beautician training. 
✓ The event witnessed a participation of 940 women. 
✓ 25 stalls were sponsored by SIDBI, thus helping 25 entrepreneurs. 
✓ The highest sale amount was Rs. 20,000/- and the highest order 
received was of Rs. 2,00,000/- 
 

Swavalamban Bazaar was organized at Twin Art Gallery-1, Indira Gandhi 

National Centre for the Arts, Janpath Road, New Delhi during February 14-

20, 2020. 

✓ 50 micro entrepreneurs/ artisans participated in the exhibition.  

✓ The Bazaar witnessed over 8,000 visitors. 

✓ Top 4 participants of the exhibition were provided vouchers for 

supporting their next level growth 

 

REGIONAL INITIATIVES 
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Swavalamban Mela was organised at Bihar Expo 2020 at Gandhi 

Maidan, Patna during February 06-10, 2020.  

✓ SIDBI sponsored 20 stalls of micro entrepreneurs/ artisans for 
their capacity building and livelihood enhancement.  
✓ Out of the 20 sponsored stalls, 16 were of women 
Swavalambis, 5 belonged to OBC and 1 belonged to ST.  
✓ Cumulative sales of around Rs. 4 lakh was reported in the 
Mela.  
✓ Best three stalls were awarded with vouchers.    
 

An exposure visit of micro and small entrepreneurs 

(MSE) along with some aspiring entrepreneurs was 

conducted on February 08, 2020 in Rudrapur, 

Uttarakhand.  

✓ The visit was undertaken to TITAN Company 
Limited, SIDCUL, Pant Nagar.  

✓ More than 20 MSE entrepreneurs with some 
budding entrepreneurs actively participated in 
the visit. 
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Including the excluded, the Swavalamban way 

Swavalamban initiative at Central Jail, 

Varanasi 
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 Swavalambi Champion 

Baineh Swer 

My resolve is my ability 
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✓ SIDBI Ludhiana participated in 4 days long MACH AUTO Exhibition held 
between 21-24 February, 2020 at Glada ground, Ludhiana. The event 
was attended by leading CNC Manufacturers viz. Jyoti Machine, Ace 
Designer, Lokesh, BfW, Mazak etc. The event witnessed a good footfall 
at SIDBI stall. 

✓ Swavalamban Unnayan Karyakraam on bag making at Solan in Himachal 
Pradesh and on cutting, tailoring and embroidery is in progress in village 
Jalan, Patiala, Punjab benefitting around 60 participants each.  

✓ Yuva Swavalamabn clubs set up at the Regional centre for  
Entrepreneurship Development & NIIFT, Chandigarh. 

Disclaimer

 This bulletin is an attempt to provide updated information to stakeholders on Swavalamban initiatives. It has been curated based on the 

information/feedback shared by the field offices. The contents may not be used for usage/publication without the permission of SIDBI.  

The publication is for limited circulation only. 

 

 
“
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“MISSION SWAVALAMBAN is an umbrella program 

wherein we are taking all steps towards inducing 

entrepreneurship culture amongst youth. Several steps 

aligned to SIDBI vision 2.0 towards supporting 

innovative, inclusive and impact-oriented engagements 

are being taken. The four guiding pillars of the mission 

are: SAMPARK (connect), SAMVAD (interaction), 

SURAKSHA (security) & SAMPRESHAN (disseminate)”. 

The mission recognizes that each one has an 

entrepreneur within. Role models in the form of 

parents (particularly mother), primary school teacher 

and college professors can play differentiator role to 

induce entrepreneurial culture. 

 

 SAMPARK 

 SAMVAD 

 SURAKSHA 

 SAMPRESHAN 
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